Abstract: While current hypertext technology usually is restricted to single user systems, it is obvious that actual work environments require multi-user systems which support cooperating coworkers. However, previous research prototypes have concentrated either on the support for group work or on appropriate datamodels and storage policies for hypermedia objects. In this paper we discuss the CHS hypermedia engine which combines both approaches: It not only provides shared access to hypermedia objects but also supports cooperating clients in flexible ways. 
Introduction
In today's workplace there is virtually no task which is solved by an individual alone. Instead, it is teams of people who work together to solve a case, to prepare a document, or to complete a design. If hypermedia systems (cf. [Bus45, Nel65, Con87, Nie90, Kuh91] ) want to enter the real world, it is therefore a prime requirement that they support multiple users who work concurrently on the same set of data (cf. [MPS91, LØS92] ). Their work has to be synchronized, and they must be allowed to employ different cooperation models. From an architectural standpoint, it is clear that it is desirable to provide a (distributed) server for that purpose. Such a server would ♦ provide a shared database where hypermedia objects can be stored persistently, ♦ handle transactions, i.e. schedule concurrency control, perform recovery, and ensure data consistency during multi-user updates to the database, ♦ provide persistent and non-persistent activity markers on selected data, ♦ notify cooperating clients when data is updated so that they share the same view of the database.
In the German National Research Center for Computer Science -Integrated Publication and Information Systems Institute (GMD-IPSI), the CHS Cooperative Hypermedia Server has been designed and implemented to provide these services. While previous efforts on the HyperBase hypermedia engine have concentrated on the first two requirements and have been discussed elsewhere (cf. [SS90, Sch92] ), CHS also provides the latter two services.
Cooperation Models
When a group of collaborating people works on a task (see [EGR91, Rod91] for an overview of CSCW systems), its members need to access a shared information base (e.g., a document base for co-authoring, or a pool of software modules and documentation for joint software development). Different situations of collaboration arise during the group work process: Sometimes coworkers work on separate parts of the information base (in parallel or at different times), or the way in which documents are processed ensures that at most one person at a time works on a document. We call such a situation an individual work situation. At other times several co-workers may concurrently access some part of the information base but still wish to work as independently as possible. In this loosely-coupled work situation awareness of co-workers' presence and activities is necessary to detect possible conflicts and coordination needs. If several co-workers wish to work in a synchronized way, they engage in tightly-coupled work where they cooperate and coordinate their work in synchronous conference-like "meetings". Here they should be provided with direct communication channels and a shared environment including a common view of the information base (the WYSIWIS principle: "What You See Is What I See"). Actual collaboration proceeds by shifting between these three collaboration modes. The transitions are often prompted by needs for coordination which arise from individual work or through observing activities of co-workers in loosely-coupled work. Therefore, smooth transitions between the modes must be supported. A groupware application supporting the above collaboration modes requires access to a shared information base. Transactions are needed to synchronize concurrent access and to ensure a consistent state of the information base. To implement synchronization strategies among different sites of a groupware application, activity markers are needed to signal the current status of an object (e.g. is being edited, is checked out, etc.). Update notifications are needed to inform all concurrent sites of new states of the information base to ensure a common view of the information base. This applies not only to data objects but (in tightly coupled mode) also to display information (e.g., position on the screen and display style of information objects). Furthermore, to support the tightly-coupled mode one needs shared views (WYSIWIS), which can be implemented by communication protocols among cooperating groupware sites. Additional communication facilities, like shared drawing tools, digital audio connections and video networks between distributed workstations, can be used to support informal communication.
To support smooth transitions between the three modes, the shared information base should include additional information which describes the status of the collaboration (e.g., who uses which information, which subgroups work in loosely or tightly-coupled mode). This kind of information can then be used to trigger state transitions among concurrent applications when changes occur. For example, a new co-worker may join a loosely or tightly-coupled session which is already in progress, or someone enters a part of the information base currently used by another co-worker working in individual work mode. In the latter case both applications should shift into looselycoupled mode.
Related Work
Three prominent hypertext systems which were designed for group use are Neptune [DS86] , the Knowledge Management System (KMS, [AMY88] ) and Intermedia [HKR+92] . While the latter two are not based on a client/server architecture, Neptune is based on the Hypertext Abstract Machine (HAM, [CG88] ). However, neither of these systems supports different users who want to be informed about updates done by other users. Only by inspecting an object, users can determine whether a change was made, and users cannot be made aware of other users who work "in the neighborhood" (as expressed by the link structure etc.) of the objects they currently work on. Aquanet [MHRJ91] is a system which supports multiple authors in structuring a knowledge base. It uses a database server to store all relevant information, but apparently it does not exploit its database functionality. For example, although Aquanet maintains locks on objects, it does not provide persistent locks which would allow users to lock objects across database sessions. Similarly, Aquanet does not support transactions on the client side. Instead of synchronized group work, Aquanet only supports "semi-synchronous" group work: Clients may poll a "change log" to find out which data has been changed. Although Aquanet broadcasts display information among its clients, this broadcast seems to rely exclusively on the X window server. Aquanet does not have the notion of a display object where clients may decide whether they want to have their display objects synchronized or not.
In more recent work, several research groups are now engaged in the development of hypermedia engines. The HB1 hyperbase management system [SLH91] and the Distributed Graph Server (DGS, [SSS92] ) aim at supporting cooperating hypermedia authors. Both systems are designed as servers which provide shared databases of hypermedia objects to collaborating users. However, neither system has a notion of a transaction (i.e. they do not allow to cluster several basic operations into one atomic operation which is made visible to the global database only when all basic operations have been executed successfully), and neither system supports the notification of collaborating users about changes to the database.
The most advanced system which concentrates on these group work aspects is the EHTS system [Wii91] . This system is based on a hypermedia engine HyperBase (which was named independently from the one we have developed at GMD-IPSI). This HyperBase is a server which not only maintains a database of shared hypermedia objects but also allows clients to subscribe to events and to lock objects. Clients can thus decide whether they want to be notified about changes to the global database. However, all this collaboration information is not stored persistently but only stored with the server process. Therefore, clients cannot recover when that process goes down. Furthermore, EHTS does not support transactions and does not provide persistent locks.
CHS, a Cooperative Hypermedia Server
To support collaborating authors of hypermedia documents, we have designed the CHS cooperative hypermedia server. Previous research concentrated on a datamodel for hypermedia objects, the sharing of objects, appropriate transaction schemata, balancing the load between clients and the server, and caching strategies for the clients, and has been reported elsewhere [SS90, Sch92] . This research has resulted in the implementation of the HyperBase hypermedia engine. In this section we first explain the data model of CHS and the enhancements to HyperBase's architecture which are necessary to allow synchronized, collaborating client applications.
The Datamodel of CHS
The datamodel of CHS consists of hypermedia objects (nodes, links, and composite objects), and collaboration information (users and activity markers). Each of these concepts is described below. Hypermedia objects are discussed in detail in [SS90] so that we only briefly review them.
Hypermedia object is an abstract class which defines the basic properties of all hypermedia objects. These include the following four features: ♦ Each hypermedia object is uniquely identified through an object identifier (an OID).
Links are directed references between two hypermedia objects (including other links). Although links are directed, CHS offers functions to retrieve both the links which start and those which end in any given object, and it can also retrieve the objects which are the source or destination of these links.
Composite objects are partially ordered collections of other hypermedia objects. For each composite object, CHS offers functions which retrieve the immediate subobjects or recursively all subobjects of that object. In addition to this, for each hypermedia object CHS provides functions which retrieve the composite objects it is a subobject of, or recursively all composite objects it is an indirect subobject of.
CHS supports the creation, deletion, and update of these objects. In addition to this, CHS allows to navigate along chains of linked objects or through clusters represented by composite objects (hypertext functionality). CHS also provides closed nested transactions which allow a client to group operations into one atomic operation. For example in SEPIA (see below) each object that is visible at the user interface corresponds to two objects in the internal representation. One object is the hypermedia object the user is conceptually aware of, the other is a visual container object that carries all display information (location on the screen, color, etc.) for that object. Here every create-and delete-operation uses transactions to ensure that no incomplete objects are created in the database.
CHS maintains collaboration information to enable clients to exchange information. On the one hand this means that CHS must keep a database of current users. On the other hand, clients must be able to protect objects so that no other client modifies them during a given time span.
In CHS, a user record consists of the name of the user, the machine he works on, and a port through which his client is willing to accept external communication requests. Through that port it opens a socket communication channel to exchange data with other clients. Each such user record can be identified through a user-id (UID) which is unique for the given database. Using UIDs ensures that even if the same user runs two client applications on the same machine, these clients can still be distinguished.
The port number of a user record can either be a valid port or a distinguished null value HBNO-PORT. CHS does not require that clients be able to talk to each other, but if they choose to, they can do it. A user record is automatically created by CHS when a client logs into a database. The only information a client has to provide is its port number; everything else is determined by CHS. As additional functions (compared to HyperBase), CHS allows clients to read a specific user record or all user records.
Cooperating users must inform each other about the objects they (intend to) modify in the global database. To do this, CHS offers activity markers which can be placed on hypermedia objects. Each hypermedia object may carry an arbitrary number of activity markers, where each activity marker consists of an owner (given by his UID) and a severity value. Activity markers can be persistent or non-persistent. The distinction between the two is that markers of the first category survive across sessions while markers of the second category are released when a client logs out from the database.
Wiil's HyperBase offers locks both on whole objects and on single attributes [Wii91] . Wiil has observed that these locks should not be interpreted as strict locks in the sense of database locks because this would inhibit the desired cooperation behavior. Therefore, he allows clients to read locked objects so that a user can navigate through a hyperdocument even while it is being edited.
In CHS we carry this approach further and do not constrain the way in which clients react to activity markers. As an example, consider a node which carries a HBWRITEMARKER. As one policy, clients may decide that this object is invisible to other clients, similar to a write lock in conventional databases. As another policy, other clients might still be allowed to read the marked data, for example to copy the object and derive a new version of it. Still going further, an application may even allow other clients to read and write the marked object, for example when that object is subject to shared editing. Here the marker affects only those users who do not participate in the shared editing session.
Clients can create a marker both unconstrained and in an atomic test-and-set operation. They can read markers of everybody and delete the markers they own both individually and clustered by severity value. When clients log out from a database, CHS ensures that all non-persistent markers of that client are removed. If a user does not own any persistent markers, his user record is also removed from the database. Otherwise, the user record is only marked as HBNOTLOGGEDIN and is deleted when the user resumes his session. Resuming a session means that all markers which are owned by the old UID are now transferred to the new UID.
Architecture
To fulfill the requirements discussed in the previous sections, we propose the following system architecture (cf. figure 1) . The user interface is handled by client workstations. Each workstation maintains a set of tools through which a user interacts with the hypertext objects. These clients use a shared hyperdocument database to persistently store their objects. This database also maintains the activity markers which prevent users from interfering with each other, and it handles concurrency control on critical regions. In addition to this, clients notify each other about changes which occur. These notifications are distributed by a central broadcast server process which ensures that updates are transmitted safely and sequentially. In the remainder of this section we discuss how these components interact. When a user wants to run an application, the following actions happen: First, he logs into the system and specifies a database he wants to work on. CHS then records him in the database together with his workstation and the port through which the client process can be reached. The client then searches the database for a broadcast server which is registered in the database and is willing to accept broadcast requests. If no such broadcast server is found, the client asks to start a new one. An atomic test-and-set operation offered by CHS ensures that only one such request is acknowl-
Note that with this approach the client process does not need to know any information about the broadcast server or other client processes in advance. It only specifies the database it wants to work on, and all other information about the broadcast server and the other clients (machines they run or, port numbers, etc.) is maintained by CHS.
As all information (including collaboration information) is stored persistently in the database, this architecture survives crashes of the broadcast server or of any client process. (This is one main advantage over systems like the HyperBase of Aalborg University [Wii91] where collaboration information is stored with the communication process and is lost when that process dies.) With our approach, any number of clients can restart a broadcast server at any time. CHS offers an atomic test-and-set operation to find out whether a second broadcast server process exists, and a broadcast server will shut itself down if this is the case. A restarted broadcast server then can access the database to retrieve the information it needs to communicate with the client processes.
Similarly, the broadcast server notices when a client can no longer be reached, and it can then close its corresponding socket and remove the client's user record from the database. As a side effect, this also releases all activity markers of that client. The data server also recognizes a client which crashes. It then rolls back all transactions which were not committed by the client and ensures that the global database stays consistent. The only situation which cannot be recovered is a failure of the database server process. But in this case a client can no longer access the data it needs, and it should go down gracefully anyway.
The user now wants to change a piece of data on his client. Data here can be the contents of a node, the structure of the hyperdocument, or the way in which objects and browsers appear on the screen. In order to do this, he first selects the objects that are affected by the change. This leads to selection requests that are issued to the database. If no other user currently edits the objects, these requests are acknowledged and activity markers are attached to these objects. The client receives the acknowledgement and informs the user that the selection is successful, e.g. by changing the color of the selected objects.
The user now edits the objects. This can be done through an appropriate editor or by changing their display information e.g. by moving them around. On completion of the editing process, the changed data is transmitted to the database and the broadcast server is informed that a change has happened. The broadcast server then informs all clients that a change has occurred. The clients then decide whether they need to know about the changed data and, if necessary, access the database to retrieve the changed pieces of data. Note that usually this does not involve any disk access: The data has just been written by a client and is still in main memory of the database server.
Note that the completion of the edit operation does not imply that the activity marker on the objects is also released. From CHS's perspective, markers do not prevent other clients from reading or writing the data. It is the clients' decision which cooperation policy they choose. For SEPIA (see below), we decided that other clients still can read data from a marked object but cannot edit it. Furthermore note that markers can be removed independently from other operations. There is no automatic release of markers after a move / edit operation has been completed. Clients may chose an appropriate policy here as well.
Note also that clients can employ different caching strategies. For some applications it may be desirable to load a snapshot of the hyperdocument database to the client process and not care about changes that occur later. Or, as is done in SEPIA, a client application can have the policy that all cached data is updated at the client side as soon as possible so that a client always displays the latest available state of the database. As frequent updates are costly, such an application would load as little data to the client side as needed to keep the number of forced updates at a minimum.
In our current implementation, all workstations are SUN SPARC-2 workstations running SUN OS 4.1.2 UNIX. The CHS library is written in C and uses the Sybase DB-library [Syb90] as a database. The broadcast server is also written in C and uses the standard UNIX socket communication. The networks we use are both a LAN based on an Ethernet and a MAN based on FDDI.
The SEPIA Cooperative Hypermedia Authoring Environment
A major application of CHS is the SEPIA cooperative hypermedia authoring environment. In this section first we briefly introduce the concepts of SEPIA. After that, we explain SEPIA's cooperation model and describe its implementation using the concepts presented in the previous section.
SEPIA at a Glance
SEPIA is a cooperative hypermedia authoring environment. Its purpose is to support groups of authors who collaboratively create hyperdocuments [HW92] . For the purpose of this paper, we will only explain SEPIA's data model and its cooperation model, but not its cognitive foundation [SHT89] or the construction kit which is available to authors [THH91] . Neither will we discuss the external communication lines (audio-and video links) which allow users to talk to each other while collaboratively working on a hyperdocument. A full description of SEPIA has been published in [SHH+92] .
In SEPIA, the largest unit of data is a project. Such a project roughly corresponds to a book together with all background material in traditional publishing. Each project consists of four activity spaces. These are dedicated workspaces which serve different purposes.
Associated with each activity space is a dedicated browser which offers a certain set of functions on the objects it presents. These objects are hypertext objects, i.e., nodes, links, and composite objects. In SEPIA, nodes are typed, and each activity space provides specific types for nodes. Similarly, links are first-class objects, and each activity space offers a set of link types which are relevant in its context. Composite objects are used in all activity spaces to cluster information.
One can also open a browser on a composite object to display its subobjects. For all browsers, a construction kit offers several basic options on how information can be arranged.
SEPIA clients have been implemented in Smalltalk-80, Release 4. SEPIA's data model and transaction schema has been implemented with the help of the SFK frame system [FR92] . The CHS library has been integrated into SEPIA as user-defined primitives of the Smalltalk system.
Cooperation in SEPIA
As browsers are the interaction facility of SEPIA, we decided that the most natural way of introducing cooperation into the system is to bind it to the use of browsers. In the following section we explain how this is done at the user interface level, and how it is implemented with the help of CHS's facilities described above. For a more detailed discussion of SEPIA's collaboration model see [HW92] .
As illustrated in figure 2, users view SEPIA as a distributed system in which activity space browsers are linked together through a communication channel. Through browsers, we have introduced the concept of a neighborhood in the hypertext network: A user Y works in the neighborhood of user X iff Y works on objects in the same browser as X. (Strictly speaking, these are not the same browsers but different browsers which display the same composite object.) X is informed when Y enters his neighborhood. The sound of a doorbell is used to make X aware of Y entering his browser, and the names of X and Y are displayed in a status line of the browser. In most cooperative systems, a user is only informed when someone else tries to access the same node he is currently working on. In SEPIA, he is already made aware of other people working in the neighborhood of that node. Within each browser, SEPIA uses different colors to represent the activity markers of an object. A white node is not marked by anybody, nodes that have been marked by that client are displayed in yellow, and nodes marked by other clients are displayed in red. Each operation that edits an object (moves it on the screen or actually edits its content) first leads to marking the object before the edit operation can be executed.
Apart from just being aware of others working in his neighborhood, a user may enter a tightly coupled session with a number of collaborating users. In tightly coupled mode, the individual browsers of the users are connected. All resizing of the browser window or scrolling within such a window is immediately transmitted to the other tightly coupled browsers. Here the WYSIWIS (What You See Is What I See) principle is in effect.
From the user's point of view, the architecture presented in the previous section is completely transparent. He only sees his work environment, which is a SEPIA project. Such a project consists of the four activity spaces explained above, each of which is represented on the screen by an activity space browser. Without worrying about the consistency of the shared database or safe communication among the clients, a user can be certain that the changes he makes are not overwritten by others and that the state he sees on his screen is the actual state of the database.
All this is taken care of by CHS. When a client starts, it first opens a socket through which it is willing to exchange information with other clients. The client then logs into a database maintained by CHS. Here it is registered as a user, and the broadcast server informs the other clients about the newcomer. Whenever data is changed, CHS first uses its transactions to ensure that the global database is in a consistent new state before the broadcast server process informs other clients that a change has occurred.
Transactions in SEPIA
CHS provides nested transactions to its clients, and this is one of the features which distinguish CHS from other approaches. In this section, we discuss how this feature is used and what the client has to observe here.
As an example, consider two nodes N 1 and N 2 which exist in the global database. A user running client C 1 now wants to create a link between these nodes. In SEPIA, this translates into the creation of four objects: A link object, a visual container which contains the display information of the link, and two link anchors, one for the source and one for the destination of the link. The global database is in a consistent state only if either none of these four objects exist, or all four of them exist. Therefore, the SEPIA client C 1 must ask CHS to ensure that no other client process can read the intermediate states of the database.
Similarly, C 1 must have a notion of a local transaction which ensures that on the client side either all four objects or none of these objects exist. To achieve this, a client must keep a log of the objects that have been created or modified during an interaction with a user, and it must be able to rollback the interaction at any point and undo the changes which have been done until this point.
Note that this log is not subject to multi-user access, i.e. the local transactions need not provide a notion of concurrency control. Note also that the log can be kept in main memory because the global transactions in CHS allow for full recovery. If a client process goes down, its log is lost, but its intermediate state is also lost and has not been committed to the global database. The database realizes that the client went down and rolls back the incomplete transactions.
SEPIA uses a nested commit schema to handle both local and global transactions. C 1 first starts a local transaction and a transaction in CHS. It then creates the four objects one after the other. Each of these operations starts subtransactions both on the client side and in CHS. During each operation, C 1 checks that the integrity constraints defined among the nodes and links are observed (e.g. that the types of the nodes are legal for the type of link which the user has selected). If such a constraint is not observed, both the local and the global transactions are rolled back. Similarly, if a transaction in CHS fails and is rolled back, the client rolls back its local transactions. When all subtransactions have been committed on the client side, C 1 asks CHS to commit the global transaction. After successful completion of this global transaction, C 1 commits its local transaction as well.
Local transactions on the client side are a feature of the SFK frame system [FR92] which has been developed at GMD-IPSI. Note that the transactions on the client side must also allow nesting. However, they have two choices on how they integrate the transaction schema of CHS, and with SEPIA we have done experiments with both of these choices. They may either have each transaction on the client side correspond to one transaction in CHS, or they may collect all changed data on the client side first, and use CHS's transactions only when a user operation has been completed successfully. E.g. a user may choose the "create link ..." option from a menu, select a start node for the link, and then decide to cancel this operation. Here the link, the visual container for the link, and one of the link anchors have already been created and must be removed from the client, and CHS need not be involved at all. The current version of SFK supports this kind of local logging which should decrease communication overhead with the global database maintained by CHS.
As both local and global transactions can be nested to arbitrary depth, clients can cluster any number of operations into new transactions. In our example, SEPIA may introduce a macro operation which creates a node and a link, given an existing node. (There are several examples where this is actually done). Here, SEPIA does not need to redefine the transaction which creates a link (e.g. convert this "main transaction" into a "subtransaction" by shifting the "commit transaction" statement from the "create link"operation to the macro operation), but it merely uses this transaction as a subtransaction of the macro operation without any change to the "begin transaction" / "commit transaction" which has been defined for the "create link" operation.
Policies in SEPIA
As explained in the previous section, a client which uses CHS has to decide on its storage, caching, and update policy with respect to its data objects, and it has to define semantics of the activity markers it uses. In this section we explain SEPIA's choices on these issues.
Our overall goal in the development of SEPIA has been that a user always sees the most recent consistent state of the database. For the storage policy of SEPIA this means that changes are propagated to the database as early as possible. For most updates, this is done as part of the update operation as it appears on the user interface. For continuous updates, however, (e.g. when an object is dragged across the screen) we do not store and broadcast each intermediate step but only propagate the final state of the object. In our example, objects then "jump" across the screens of those users who are only loosely coupled to the user who drags the object. This solution is not completely satisfactory but is reasonable with respect to the speed of current local area networks.
The caching policy of SEPIA says that as few objects as possible are to be loaded from the database. This ensures that very little update communication among the clients is necessary, and data is only transferred across the network as it is actually needed. The way this is done in SEPIA is through dummy objects which on the client side take the place of objects which are referenced by other objects but are not yet needed themselves. Such a dummy object replaces itself by an actual object which is retrieved from the database when it is needed by the client. The update policy of SEPIA is such that every client accepts update requests at any time. It checks whether it has loaded the changed object and loads it from the database if necessary. A client ignores update requests for objects which are not used by it. Each client broadcasts login and logoff requests immediately. Changes to its data objects are broadcast as soon as the corresponding transaction has been completed successfully (i.e. the changed data has been stored with the database). We do not queue or cluster events on the client side; they are sequentialized by the database and the broadcast server. If a client C goes down before it can broadcast update notifications, the other clients are in an inconsistent state with respect to the global database. But this is not crucial as transactions ensure that the global database always is in a consistent state and a client which reads an object from the database retrieves this consistent state. In their current status, objects which have been created by C are not visible to other clients, i.e. they will not wind up in an error. If a client tries to access an object which C has deleted, CHS will inform that client that this object no longer exists, and the client will remove it from its local cache. If another client modifies an object which already has been modified by C, it overwrites the changes done by C, just as it would if C were still there.
To support the loosely coupled mode, SEPIA notifies other clients when a new browser is opened or an existing one is closed. As browsers are not hypermedia objects, this cannot not done directly. Instead, each hypermedia object which is displayed by a browser carries an attribute with the list of users who concurrently have opened the object. Thus, instead of broadcasting the changes that are done to a browser, SEPIA broadcasts the changes to this attribute. SEPIA employs a rather soft locking policy. Each object needs to be marked in order to be changed. An atomic test-and-set operation ensures that only one client has write access to that object. Other clients then recognize the activity marker and start their editors (on nodes) and browsers (on composite objects) in read-only mode. These clients can still read the marked data but not change them.
Discussion and Future Work

